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Interestingly, Justice J N Patel, who had presided over the 1993 blasts case, advised the prosecution to
‘not take chances’ by banking its case on Ajmal Qasab’s ‘judicial confession’, like it had tried doing in the
1993 blasts case.
Additional Solicitor General Darius Khambatta, representing the Central Government, opposed the special
court’s order, saying the essence of NSG operations was secrecy.
The Division Bench of Justice J N Patel and Justice Amjad Sayed however insisted that the commandos
should depose so as to bring on court’s record how they had killed the terrorists.
Justice Patel remarked that from America’s ‘War on Terror’ to Kashmir’s anti-terrorist operations, many
operations were telecast live on TV - “The press carried photographs of the NSG commandos, some
channels interviewed them.”
Khambatta claimed that the commandos deposing on such points was irrelevant. “The special court wants to examine NSG commandos regarding the
charges of waging war against the nation, murder and causing grievous hurt. But none of them saw any terrorist killing or injuring civilians.
So how can their deposition be relevant to the case?” Khambatta asked. The Bench reminded Khambatta no law exempts the NSG from deposing in a court.
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Khambatta reasoned that how the commandos killed the terrorists was a matter of operational secrecy, and explained, “Getting the commandos to depose
will itself violate their code of secrecy. What has already appeared in the media is because of the incident itself. But we don’t want more names or identities
revealed.
To protect them is essential as they may even face retribution in the future from terrorist groups.” But Justice Patel remarked that examination of NSG
commandos may bring to light crucial points.
Assuring that the commandos will not be asked about their operational tactics, Justice Patel noted, “Let the NSG commandos come and depose that they
shot the terrorists. Nobody will be allowed to cross-examine on their methods.”
The Bench even suggested a provision to guard the commandos’ identity - like making them wear a mask. The Bench assured, “The special court will not
examine more than three commandos, and if it needs to examine more, then it must take our permission for the same.”
When Khambatta stressed how the prosecution has ‘more than sufficient evidence’ to prove its case, along with Qasab’s confession, Justice Patel advised the
prosecution to be cautious. “You can’t take chances with Qasab’s judicial confession (Qasab’s plea of guilt before the special court). When I was presiding
over the 1993 blasts trial at the TADA court, Ujjwal Nikam (special prosecutor) had told me of some accused wanting to submit their plea of guilt. Even then,
I had advised him caution as submitting a plea of guilt invites a death sentence,” he said. The HC has adjourned the matter to Thursday, when the Centre
will submit its guidelines.
Three commandos summoned
Special judge M L Tahaliyani had summoned three NSG commandos - Lt Col Rakesh Kumar Sharma, Major Ravindra Prakash and Captain Anil Jakhad one from each of the teams that stormed the Taj Mahal Palace, Hotel Oberoi Trident and Nariman House during the terror strikes last November.
This case is the first instance wherein the nation’s elite commandos were summoned to testify against a captured terrorist.
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